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ABSTRACT 

Induced signals on field corrector wires are used to resolve 
the right-left ambiguity in a large planar drift chamber. 
Efficient separation is obtained for ; 3 em drift cells, 
k meters long. Technical problems of the method, in particular ' 
the severe geometrical constraints, are discussed. Important 

i features of the avalanche asymmetry can be inferred from the i 
j 

measurements. 

I. Introduction 
The existence of an asymmetry in the avalanche occuring on 

an anode wire of a nultiwire proportional chamber (MWPC) or [ 
drift chamber has been known for some time 1' 2). There have been 
several investigations of this effect to resolve the right-left 
ambiguity problem in drift chambers where it is otherwise not 
possible in a single gats, excepting the addition of double sense 
wires3'1*), to determine from which side of the sense wire electrons 
produced by the ionizing track have drifted. The methods used 
have involved either pick-up of induced signals on cathode 
field shaping grids5) or on the cathode potential wires 6). 

We have studied this nroblen as a possible practical method 
of resolving the right-left ambiguity in our existing large 
planar drift chambers (1* m x U m). The construction of these 
chambers, presently in use in a neutrino experiment at the 
CESN SPS by the Cern-Dortmund-Keidelberg-Saclay Collaboration, 
has been described previously7). Currently we resolve the ambiguity 
during event reconstruction uïin^ information from the three 
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gaps (rotated at 0°, +60° and -60°) and adjacent chanters. 
However, since reiteration of the event reconstruction is necessary 
for angled tracks in soce regions, and because of the slow 
reconstruction tine of multi-track events, a hardware solution 
to this problem was considered important. 
2, Detection of a Right-Left Asymmetry 

The method essential to our measurements is the use of the 
field shaping corrector wires near the anode as pick-ups of the 
positive induced signal of the avalanche, the asymmetry of which 
is directly measured us^ng a differential amplifier connected 
capacitively to the right and left correctors. This method has 
the following advantages: (a) uses existing wires in our chamber, 
'b) yields large signals due to nearness of correctors to avalanch», 
and (c) circuits expected to be less expensive for the 3500 right-left 
channels needed than a scheme using ratios5) of right-left signals. 
(The differential circuitry used in this study was also tried in 
a U m proto-tyoe ecuipped with double sense wires with results 
of improved right-left separation over conventional separate 
amplifiers, at the expense of efficiency loss between the doublet). 

We have done our measurements with three different drift 
chambers: (1) a mini-chamber proto-type of the existing drift 
cell (1 drift cell ± 3 cm x 12 cm long), (2) a U meter proto
type chamber (k drift cells ± 3 cm x k m long) and (3) an existing 
U m x h m drift chamber in the neutrino experiment which was 
partially equipped with right-left electronics. In the first 
two cases,we used a Sr 9 0 6 source with collimator and,in the 
latter, muons as a source of ionizing particles. The chambers 
were operated with an Argon-Isobutane gas mixture (70"> Ar and 
30 % Iso)j tests with the chambers at CESN used a mixturt 
which includes ^* Methylal in the Argon with similar results. 

2,1. DRIFT CELL AND CORRECTOR WIRE GEOMETRY 
An approximately uniform electric field, needed for multitrack 

separation, is obtained in our large drift chambers by the use 
of corrector wires, shown schematically in fig. 1. This wire 
geometry permits the saturation of she drift velocity and yields 
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a sense vire signal independent of position of the track. The 
symmetric position of the correctors about tne sense vire and 
their nearness to it make them useful as probes for an asymmetry 
of the avalanche charge distribution. 

2.2. ELECTRONICS 

The positive signals induced on the correctors (b and c,ref.fig.nÎ on 
each side of the sense vire vere obtained capacitivel:*, summed 
and amplified in a preamplifier before the left-right difference 
vas formed vith a differential .aplifier (ref. electronics 
schematic fig.1). Thus»an essential problem vas to obtain lov 
noise charge amplifiers for the induced signals vith gains vhish 
vere large, equal in both channels and stable. It vas fundamental 
to our measurements that the ''left" and "right" channel preamplifier 
relative gains remained constant (within < 5 *5). A simple and 
economical solution to this problem vas provided by the Alcatel 
type 1279 charge amplifier vith an integration time of * 200 ns. 
A number of other preamplifier configurations were used but vithout 
improvement. The typical gain for each channel vas 250 aV/pC. 
Individual amplifiers vere selected on the basis of their right 
and left channel dispersion. 

Since the L-R asymmetry signal is formed from the difference 
of amplified signals,it vas necessary to remove some high frequency 
noise components by adding a smoothing capacitance in parallel 
vith the output of the preamplifier. A reasonable rejection, 
vithout loss in efficiency, was obtained vith a capacitance of 
U.7 nF . 

The sense vire pulse is detected vith a preamplifier and 
shaper (Lecroy type LD 60k) vith a threshold of *v 500 pV 7). The 
use of this signal in efficiency measurements is discussed in 
the following section. 

3. Measurements 
The details of the measurements are described below in Sect. 3.1 

and 3.2. Except for the tests vith the large chambers at the CER?T 
SPS, the tracks vere provided by a collimated source of 6 particles 
(Sr 9 0) and the trigger signals required a coincidence between 
two (10 x 10 A 1 ma 3) plastic scintillators and the amplified 
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sense vire signal. The tracks vere normally incident on the 
drift cell, and except for measurements discussed in Sect.3.3.2, 
the drift axis vas in the horizontal plane. 

The induced signals vere detected through 120 pF capacitors 
connected to the corrector vires, using the lov noise preamplifiers. 
Typically, tvo corrector vires (b and c, ref. fig.l) on each side 
of the sense vire ver*î connected to a single preanplifier. The 
L-R difference signal vas formed by connecting the preamplifier 
outputs to the tvo inputs of a differential amplifier (Motorola 
type 733). Typical differential amplifier gain vas 125x, vhich 
permitted discrimination of the output signals (L-R and L-R*R-L) 
vith standard discriminators (Lecroy type 623). The "left1* 
and "right" signals could then be latched vith the trigger signal 
for efficiency measurements. 

3.1. INDUCED SIGNAL CHARACTERISTICS 

The induced signals summed over the tvo corrector vires(b and c,ref 
fig.l) on the side of the passing track are represented in fig; 2a 
as seen from the preamplifier. Figure 2b represents the L-R 
.signal from the differential amplifier. Both the induced signals 
and their difference exhibit a fa3t rise time ( 50 * 70 ns). 
The amplitude of the difference signal is typically 20 % of the 
induced signal. The tvo nearest correctors(b,ref. fig. 1 )< yield about 
80 % of the difference signal of the pair. 

The arrival time of the L-R signal vas measured vith respect 
to the passage of the tra?k for different positions across the 
drift cell. Figure 3 shovs the delay relative to the center 
position sense vire signal. We see that the L-R signal (black 
dots) arrives in association vith the sense vire signal (dashed 
line). The delay in the sense vire/trigger circuitry vas equiv
alent to that for the L-R signals vithin 15 ns. 

The fast rise time of the L-R difference and its correlation 
vith the sense vire signal indicate that one is observing an 
asymmetry in the spatial charge distribution at the time of the 
avalanche. The typical positive ion drift velocities8) ( 1 •v 10 
un/100 ns) are such that given the 50 to 100 ns time scale, any 
effect due to their motion vould be negligible. 
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3 . 2 . L-R El'FICIENCY V S . NOISE {PLATEAU) 

Figure k shows the detection efficiency versus L-F discriminator 
threshold for the U aeter prototype. Both correct-side and wrong 
aide responses are shown. The source was positioned in the 
center of the cell, 15 a» from the sense wire. The efficiencies 
were measured with respect to the sense wire x trigger scintil
lators. L-R discriminator output width was 150 ns and the latch 
width was 500 ns. 

The mid-cell efficiency is typically 98 % for L-R assignment 
and remains flat over a large range of discriminator settings; 
similarly,the wrong side assignment is low, typically 1.8 %, 
and constant. This corresponds to a plateau in drift chamber 
high vol-age compatible with the sense wire plateau. 

The wrong-side response shown in fig. h was not corrected for 
the cases where both correct (L-R) and incorrect (R-L) signals 
were latched. This corresponds to 80 % of the incorrect assign
ments, thus there is good rejection of completely wrong left-right 
assignments. 

3.3. AVALANCHE ASYMMETRY PARAMETERS 
3.3.1. Geometry of the drift region 

In order to study the possible variations in the L-R signal 
as a function of track position in the drift cell, we performed 
a series of measurements with the nini-chamber and a tightly 
colliraated source (2 mm FHWM). L-R efficiency was measured with 
increasing discriminator thresholds in order to maximize the 
sensitivity to any avalanche asymmetry. The results of such 
a scan are shown in. fig. 5. 

At low discriminator setting&^we observe an efficiency which 
is ^independent of track position in the drift cell. This is 
consistent with the almost uniform drift field in our cell and 
the observed correlation between the L-R signal and the avalanche. 

A high discriminator settings,we observe distinct steps in the 
L-R efficiency versus drift distance which appears tc be related 
to the geometry of the drift field and corrector wire positions 
(indicated with arrows b and c, fig. 5). 
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A possible interpretation of this effect is illustrated in 
fig. 6. Figure 6a shows the field nap for 1/U of the drift 
cell; arrows indicate the electron drift direction along the 
field lines. In fig. 6b the expected angular spread (calculated 
fron the field nap) for primary electrons arriving at the sense 
wire is shown as s. function of the irack position. The expected 
arrival angles show a step structure correlated vith changes in 
the field uniformity due to the corrector wires. Qualitatively 
tais agrees with the steps observed in the L-R efficiency, if 
the transverse developeisent of the avalanche along the direction 
of the primary electrons is limited. Measurements of aziauthal 
spread of avalanches in cylindrical proportional chambers 
indicate a similar effect9). 

3.3.2. Geometry of correctors: a constraint 

Early tests of the system described in this paper on a large 
drift chamber in the neutrino experiment at CERÎT were surprisingly 
unsuccessful. The longest wires in the Y-gap (sense wires hori
zontal), located in the middle of the hexagon, were equipped 
with L-?. electronics and tests were performed using background 
muons from the SPS 200 GeV Vest Area extraction. Indications 
of a systematic L-R imbalance depending upon the track position 
led us to suspect wire sag. Figure 7 shows confirmation of this 
hypothesis in measurements of L-R efficiency along the U meter 
prototype cell. 

Measurements were performed vith the U m prototype oriented 
such that the drift axis was vertical. "Efficiency up" vas 
measured with the source 15 mm above the sense wire ( mid-upper 
side) and "efficiency down" was measured with the source 15 tr.m 
below the sense wire (mid-lower side), where in both cases the 
source tracks were normally incident horizontally. The efficiencies 
were measured at five positions along the wire. The cell could 
also be rotated in the drift plane up to 35°, and results for 
the inclined cell are shown in fig. Tb. In both sets of 
measurements (fig. 7)»one observes a minimum in the efficiency 
corresponding to the position of maximum wire sag. 
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Some of the physical properties of the vires used in the con
struction of the drift chamber are listed in Table I; the wire 
deflection due to gravity for k m vires is given in the last 
column. There is * 0.2 mm difference in the deflection of the 
sense wire relative to the 200 ua diameter corrector vires at 
the center on the chamber. 

Similar measurements vith-.the 200 urn correctors replaced 
with 1C0 ua vires (̂  sane relative deflection as the sense 
vires, ref. Table I) shoved no evidence of an efficiency dip 
along the vire. Similarly, this effect vas not observed in 
the short prototype studies, nor in the k a studies vith the 
drift axis horizontal. Since there is no relative sag difference 
betveen the sense vire and correctors in these cases, ve are 
convinced that the vire sa^ is responsible for the difficulty 
in L-fi efficiency. 

Since the maximum vire sag is dependent upon the vire length, 
the problem can be greatly reduced for smaller chambers. Further
more, in the case of larger chambers it is possible to choose 
vire diameters and tension such that the relative sag is 
minimized. In the case cf our drift chambers, hovever, the 
problem is serious since it is not forseen to replace a large 
fraction of the corrector vires. As ve have seen, the L-R effi
ciency drops dramatically for relative sense-corrector deflections 
larger than * 100 um. Figure 8 shovs the region of our large 
drift chambers vhich vould be affected. 

The physical scale of the avalanche charge asymmetry can be 
inferred from these measurements. If one takes the viev that the 
L-R asymmetry observed to have a 50 -v 70 ns rise tine is repre
sentative of the avalanche asymmetry before substantial ion drift, 
and that the L-R signal suffers large efficiency loss for relative 
avalanche site (sense vire) displacements vith respect to the 
correctors of 100 *v 200 um, then one must be led to a avalanche 
spatial asymmetry of similar dimensions, ie. 100 * 200 um. 

Such a snail asymmetry vould seem to be a limiting factor 
in chamber construction, hovever this is not necessarily the 



case since the L-R circuits can be "balanced" for an offset. 
The difficulty arises in those cases vhere < 100 um tolerances 
ar > not maintained along the length of the vires, eg. vire sag 
à . to gravity or electric fields, corrector vires not -oarallel 
to the sense vire, etc. One night consider minimizing these 
effects by allowing the positive ions to drift over distances 
vhich are large with respect to the geometrical tolerances 
(long integration times, eg. ref. 6). Hovever, one vould then 
encounter problems for double hits in the sane drift cell. 

U. Conclusions 
The difference in induced signals on the field corrector 

vires of a large drift chamber can be used to resolve the right-
left ambiguity. The operating plateau of such a system can be 
practically optimized vith normal sense vire efficiency using 
available circuits. The following information concerning the 
nature of the avalanche asymmetry can be inferred from our 
measurements: (a) transverse growth of the avalanche seems 
limited, since the primary electron arrival angles appear important 
in defining the size of the asymmetry, and (b) physical dimensions 
of the charge asymmetry i- our drift cell appear to be about 
100 * 200 un. The application of this method to our existing 
chambers posses a problem, since the physical asymmetry due to 
sense-corrector wire relative sag is comparable to the charge 
asymmetry of the avalanche. 
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risup.s CAPTIONS 

Fig. 1. Drift cell structure of present charters, showing 
a schematic of the method used to extract right-left infor
mation frort the correctors. Typical voltares: Sense wire 
(sw) • 3700 V., Fotential wires (pv) - 2000 V., Corrector 
wires: (a) • 2000 V., (b) + 150C V., (c) + 10O0 V. 

Fig. 2. Typical Corrector Signals (tracks 15 mm left of sw): 
(a) Output from left-side preaaplifier (U00 A» 6*00 mV, gain 
250 mV/pc}, (b) Output froa L-R differential amplifier (200 
•v 300 ntV, gain 125x) showing fast rise (50^70 ns) of signal. 

Fig. 3. Delay of leading edge of L-R signal versus track 
distance frost sv. Dashed line shows similar delay curve 
for sense wire signal. 

Fig. U. Detection efficiency for "correct" left-side (solid line 
and "wrong" right-side (da3hed line) response versus L-R signal 
discrininator threshold. Tracks + 15 am. left of sense wire. 

Fig. 5. Rifjht-Left efficiency ver-us track distance from sw 
for large discriminator thresholds. Steos in R/L efficiency 
are seen near corrector wires (a,b,c) for large amplitude L-R 
signals. 

Fig. 6. (a) Electrostatic field aao of present drift chamber 
(1/U of cell). Field lines shown as dashed curves, (b) Expected 
angular spread of arrival of prinary electrons at sw versus 
track distance from sw (normal incidence) calculated from 
field mao. Corrector wire positions noted. 

Fig. 7. Right-Left efficiency versus distance alonf sense wire 
for k n long wires (200 um dia. correctors); (a) Drift-cell 
vertical with sense wire horizontal (L-R balanced for tracks 
at -200 cm). (b) Drift-cell rotated such that sense wire at 
35° with res-oect to horizontal (L-R balance at +25 cm). 
Efficiency curves for 100 um correctors (not shown) are flat 
independent of sense wire angle. 

Fig. 8. Y-View of present drift chanber (l*nxl*n) showing 
contours of relative» sir* bfltween sense wir«»s (!»0 un) and 
porrectcrs (200 un). 
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TABLB 1 
Sense Wire and Corrector Wire Properties. 

0 T F Wire Sap 
(pra) (gf) (g/m) over h a 

Diameter Tension Linear Weight (ram) 

Sense Vire Uo lU0±10 23.UX10"3 0.3U 
(Tungsten) 
!orrecto: 
(Cu-Be) 
lorrecto: 
(Cu-Be) 

Corrector tfires 200 1000±80 2.6X10~l 0.52 

Corrector Vires* 100 1»00±10 6.5xT0"2 0.33 

Presently used in prototype studies, 
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